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Explore more than 600 gardens that make the most of the Lone Star State's home-grown
greenery.

'After years of use, I'd worn the cover off the fourth edition of A Garden Book for Houston and the
Texas Gulf Coast. So I was truly happy to receive the fifth and completely revised version of this
must-have book. And what a version it is. Lynn M. Herbert has written and edited 672 pages of
the most comprehensive information available in book form on gardening in our special
conditions. Color photos fill this encyclopedic volume that takes an environmentally friendly
approach to creating healthy, beautiful and enjoyable gardens. Readers will learn the importance
of good soil and the benefits of organics before delving into descriptive tables that reflect the
amazing range of plants we can grow here. The chapters on hardy roses and edible landscapes
are most appropriate for today's gardeners. Those on envisioning and designing a garden—and
maintaining it through our weather extremes—are most welcome. Thank you, River Oaks
Garden Club. -- Kathy Huber ― Houston Chronicle and Herald―ZeitungI have been a member of
the Houston Cactus and Succulent Society for more than 20 years and I am the owner of a well-
worn copy of the 4th edition of A Garden Book for Houston and the Texas Gulf Coast. As an avid
gardener, I am eager for the new edition’s wealth of information about all the new plant varieties
that have adapted to our growing conditions. I will definitely be trying some of them in my
garden. -- Houston Mayor Annise ParkerThe River Oaks Garden Club's fifth version of A Garden
Book for Houston and the Texas Gulf Coast is a wonderful addition to our region's horticultural
resources and will quickly be on every good gardener's desk. This 650 page book is nothing less
than an eye-popping encyclopedia of best organic practices for growing our region's many
plants. Lynn Herbert's focus on organic soil, wisely-selected adapted plants, and nature friendly
designs and techniques marks this as a fitting 2012 improvement of a distinguished effort begun
by William Hogg in 1929 and last revised in 1989. -- Bob Randall, co-founder and former
executive director of Urban Harvest
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NAMESREFERENCESFOREWORDThose of you who have just purchased the Wasowskis' fine
addition to the of books on native plant gardening are, I would guess, already aware of at east
some of the many benefits of using natives in planned landscapes. These include new design
options; conservation of water, soil, and other resources (including time); reducing pollution and
the use of chemicals; increasing wildlife habitats; and preserving regional biodiversity. These
win, win, win advantages are very real and very compelling. This is why the cadre of native
gardeners is expanding so rapidly.These were the same reasons I and many others became



involved in and committed to the native landscaping movement well over a decade-and-a-half
ago. Not because it was commercially advantageous. In many cases, the opposite was true. We
were simply convinced that it was the right idea for our times, and that it would find its audience.
Our faith is being rewarded. There has been a dramatic increase, not just in native plant
enthusiasts, but in good reference materials, in native stock and seed, and, as this book
demonstrates, in examples of established native landscapes.It is clear to me that by the turn of
the century the concept of using regional native wildflowers, grasses, shrubs, vines, and trees in
our home and commercial landscapes will have "turned the corner." It will no longer be thought
of as an interesting but esoteric notion, appealing only to a select audience. It may not be
mainstream by then, but it will surely be more widely accepted. The general population will have
heard and understood the message. Actually, in some areas of the country, this has already
happened.Moreover, it is my studied opinion that using native plants will become common
practice during the first decade of the twenty-first century and, during the second decade, will
rapidly become the norm. I am comfortable predicting that well before the middle of the next
century, it will be the consumptive, exotic landscape that is rare–possibly seen only in botanic
gardens as museum-like exhibits and reminders of a more profligate past.It took two centuries to
establish our current norm of resource-wasting, homogeneous, and poorly adapted North
American gardens. Why then do I think it will take less than a half century to replace such an
ingrained way of landscaping? Primarily because the inpetus for change will be much more
urgent. Water shortages, which affect a major portion of our country, will drive up the cost of this
precious resource, making today's conventional landscapes not only impractical, but possibly
even unpatriotic!The causes of chemical pollution from our lawns and gardens; diminishing
numbers of birds, butterflies, and other wildlife; and related problems are now being understood
by more and more average citizens. And, so are the solutions. In addition, we are less willing to
blandly accept and imitate what, for so long, has been considered elegant and exotic in
European gardening. We are developing a healthy national and regional pride in our own natural
and native beauty. A new land ethic is emerging all around us.So I invite you to join Sally and
Andy, all of us at the National Wildflower Research Center, and many thousands of other
Americans and begin enjoying the many positive pleasures of gardening with plants native to
your region. And feel good that you are among the first wave of people doing something
important for our land and our natural resources. Becoming a native plant gardener is not only
fun, it is attractive ... and it is right!David K. Northington, Ph.D.Executive DirectorNational
Wildflower Research CenterIf you need convincing that native plants are hearty, take a look at
this landscape outside what was once a Whole Foods Market in Austin. When the store moved
to a new location, the landscape was abandoned. From March to August, when this photo was
taken, the vegetation didn't get a single drop of water except for whatever rain fell on it. You can
see that the plants, including a few well-adapted naturalized specimens, are still healthy, and
many are still in bloom.ACKNOWLEDGMENTSThis book is not the one we'd first had in mind.
Our initial concept was to native gardens around the state, going into a fair amount of detail on



each hy ten? Because they were the only good ones that we knew about. But just in case there
might be a few more lurking out there, we ran a short notice in the Native Plant Society
newsletter. We said we were working on a sequel to Native Texas Plants to be called Native
Texas Gardens and we hoped people would share their gardens with us.We'd expected, at best,
another four or five responses, with most of them being, for one reason or another, unsuitable.
What arrived in our mailbox was a small flood of letters with enthusiastic descriptions (and in
many cases snapshots) of well-thought-out and executed gardens. Some were created with the
help of professional landscape architects and designers, but a surprising number were created
by the homeowners themselves. With this wealth of resources before us, we realized that the
theme of our book would no longer be merely how a handful of people had created their
gardens, but rather how widespread the native plant movement had become in just a few short
years. Here, then, are the people who made this book possible:Wynn and Kim Anderson, Lois
Baldwin, Susan Battarbee, Mary Bazon, Olivette Beach, Tom Boggus, Margaret Brown, Suellis
Bryant, Dot Bybee, Eloisa Cobarrubias, Lou and Louise Crowell, Walt and Isabel Davis, Tom
Devine, Stephen Domigan, Sarah Duncan, Clare Nell Edwards, Rose Farmer, Dr. Norma
Faubion, John Ferguson, David and Sherry Finfrock, Rosa Finsley, Jenelle Fisher, Mike Fox,
Paul and Peggy Geibel, Dave Gentry, Diana and Jack Gotcher, Jeffrey Halley, Marvin Hatter,
Martha Henschen, Molly Hollar, Cindy Hollar and Kevin Tennison, Joan Howie, Amanda
Hoosier, Donna and Peter Hurd, Grant and Sally Hutchins, Wanda Jones, Dr. Marshall
Johnston, Margaret Kane, Valerie Karime, Zoe Kirkpatrick, Sarah Lake, Alice Staub Liddell,
Louise Lowes.Carl and Dixie Manchester, Edgar and Graeme Marston, Tom Martin, Rick Martin,
Bill and Janie Mauldin, Meredith McClain, Eleanor McKinney, Sandy and Connie MeN ab, Don
Miller, Leslie Moore and John Park, Mary Alice Murphy, Margaret and Richard Nakamura, Bill
andJan Neiman, Jill Nokes, Pat and Dr. David Northington, Bill O'Brien, Gudrun and Hal
Opperman, Carolyn and Joe Osborn, Anai Padilla, Michael Parkey, Brent Pearson, Ellen Peffley,
Bobby Peiser, Gene and Dana Powell, the Rev. Davis and Janet Price, April Proudfit, Margie
Reynolds, Carol Robertson, Jean Romero.Ron Schulze, Florence Schwein, Anne Schwinger,
Heidi Sheesly, Barbara Simotu, Rob and Judy Sloane, MaryAnne Smith, Mrs. Truett Smith, Dody
and Bill Spencer, Tom Spencer, George Street, Terry Tate, Kathy Taylor, Mae Thorp, Andy and
Barbara Veres, Dal Watts, Pam Weller, Randy and Sue Weston, Sandy and Randy Wilson, John
and Bambi Wolf, Gary and Linda Wyatt, Jean and Mandy Zabriskie.Of course, no book called
Native Texas Gardens could exist without special recognition of the late Katie Ferguson, friend,
colleague, and inspiration.We also want to thank our agent, Susan Urstadt, and the crew at Gulf
Publishing, from the big boss, B.J. Lowe, to the guys who ship the books out from the
warehouse, and especially our editor, Joyce Alff, and to Roxann Combs and Laura Dion, who
designed this attractive tome.Lastly, we must also add all the people we thanked in this book's
predecessor, Native Texas Plants: Landscaping Region by Region. Clearly, that book became
the solid base upon which we wrote this one.Lolly Jackson's Houston garden is the creation of
landscape designer Will Fleming, and is a fine example of a Gulf Coast landscape. Spigelia



provides the May color in this wooded front yard, which also contains two-leaved toothwort, wild
ginger, Georgia basil, broad beechfern, normal shield fern and Christmas fern, along with
assorted woodland flowers that have either bloomed already or will later.INTRODUCTIONWhat
a difference a few years can make!When our book Native Texas Plants: Landscaping Region by
Region came out in 1988, things were very different. The idea of using native plants was only
beginning to establish a precarious toehold in Texas. The Native Plant Society of Texas (NPSOT)
was just a few years old and had six chapters. Conventional nurseries carried, at best, a limited
selection of natives–mostly shade trees–and there were a mere handful of nurseries around the
state that actually specialized in indigenous flora–at least 50 percent of their inventory was
native. Landscape designers who knew and worked with natives were few and far between,
while landscape architects who worked with natives were as rare as liberals in Corsicana.The
whole idea of using natives was so new back then that when we set out to find native residential
landscapes to photograph for that book we found that we'd embarked on an often frustrating
quest filled with many dead ends and disappointments.Since our first book came out in 1988,
we've seen the appearance of several new commercial growers, supplying the many nurseries
now carrying native plants. Here, Dorothy Baird Matizza, owner of Gunsight Mountain Ranch
and Nursery in Tarpley, tends a crop of baby madrones.BUT LOOK AT US NOWWe wish we
could say that, today, you see native landscapes in every residential block. We haven't yet
reached that level of awareness and acceptance, but we're definitely moving in the right
direction. NPSOT has grown and now boasts 28 chapters all over the state (no doubt even more
by the time this book hits the bookstores). Its newsletter has become a respected journal filled
with excellent articles on plants and landscaping information, and NPSOT's annual convention
attracts some of the leading botanists, horticulturists, and landscape designers in Texas, not to
mention a large number of lay gardeners who have discovered natives and want to learn
more.As of this writing, our state has over 60 native plant nurseries, and it seems that a new one
joins the list every day. (See Source List) As for those conventional neighborhood nurseries–
they're now stocking far more natives than ever before, from understory trees to ground covers.
And they're doing this, not to be pioneers or trendsetters, but for the most basic reason of all:
their customers are asking for natives. Just as vital to the native plant movement is the
appearance of numerous commercial growers, without whom those nurseries could not supply
the expanding public demand.Gardening magazines–from Texas Gardener and Neil Sperry's
Gardens to national publications such as Fine Gardening, National Gardening, and American
Gardener–almost always have at least one article on natives. And when folks call in to those
radio gardening programs these days, their questions often deal with native plants, rather than
just questions on how to raise bigger and better tomatoes or how to cope with doodle
bugs.Garden clubs, longtime bastions of traditional gardening, are today very open to the idea of
having more environmentally friendly landscapes–and that means natives. That old white-gloves-
and-teacups image is rapidly disappearing. We've given many talks to these organizations and
have always found friendly and receptive audiences.SO WHAT'S WITH ALL THIS BACKLASH?



If you want a sure indicator of how far the native plant movement has progressed, consider the
amount of flack native plant growers have been taking lately. It's one of life's little truisms: When
you are insignificant, nobody pays you any mind. But start to get popular, start making inroads
into areas that had long been someone else's domain, and you soon have people taking
potshots at you. Some come from nursery owners–happily just a few–who express pretty strong
anti-native sentiments. One nurseryman we spoke to conceded that natives are indeed hearty,
but he took that to mean that "If everyone started using natives, I'd go out of business!" And
while his comment might make you smile, we must also remember that he is not unique. We've
even run across a few that give out misleading or wildly erroneous "information" on natives. We
suspect that in most cases it's just easier to put natives down than learn a new plant
palette.Often, negative attitudes can be attributed to misinformation and simple
misunderstanding. This seems to happen whenever someone is confronted with a new concept.
When our Pleistocene ancestors first saw an eclipse, they were convinced that the end of the
world was at hand. And when the first automobiles came on the scene, some people–including
scientists–actually believed that the human body would disintegrate if it were subjected to
speeds over 30 miles per hour.Because gardening with native plants is a relatively new concept,
misconceptions abound. Consider two different homeowners who decide to give natives a try.
They each go out and buy a healthy Texas native plant–but only one. When most people first get
into natives they do it the way they'd get into a cold lake ... veeeery slooooowly! Homeowner # 1
buys a plant that is native, all right–but to a very different part of the state. Remember, Texas has
many diverse regions, ranging from very dry to very wet, from acid soil to alkaline, from sand to
gumbo. Believing that a native is a native is a native, Homeowner # 1 soon sees his once-healthy
plant succumb to its new and alien surroundings.Homeowner # 2 makes another common
mistake: While she buys a native that is area-appropriate, she then installs it among the other
nonnative plants, all of which require a very different watering regimen. If this particular native
plant is accustomed to arid surroundings and exists quite well on whatever rainfall it gets, it
drowns in all that extra water. This happens to cenizo and evergreen sumac all the time.
Meanwhile, both homeowners have seen their natives "fail" and are now convinced that native
plants are wildly overrated!But it's not just laypeople who can miss the mark with natives.
Speaking at an arboretum function a few years ago, a prominent landscape architect told his
audience that natives are "just a passing fad," and, anyway, no one could really be successful
with natives unless they lived on "at least two acres." A professor of horticulture, writing in a
magazine, described natural landscapes as "messy and unkempt." A nationally known garden
writer once expressed the odd notion that in order to use natives one had to be willing to "live
like a bear in the wilderness," while yet another wrote–in the New York Times, no less!– that "the
natural garden movement has all but seized control of official taste in this country." Right! The
way General Custer seized control of the Sioux nation! And then there are the two German
garden historians who connected the pre-World War II natural gardening movement in their
country with "nationalistic and racist ideas." You just don't know whether to laugh or cry when



you hear such cockamamie ideas.A well-known landscape architect once pontificated that in
order to use native plants successfully, one "had to live on at least two acres." This in-town home
in Fredrickburg sits on far less, yet displays seasonal wildflowers in a landscape that is beautiful,
ever-changing, drought-tolerant, and reflects its Hill Country surroundings.The biggest indication
to us that the native plant movement is strong and moving in the right direction came when we
began work on this sequel. Unlike those years when we were working on Native Texas Plants,
we now had no trouble at all finding a wide and varied selection of native landscapes–not just
residential, but companies and schools, too. The difficulty came, not just from deciding which
gardens would make it onto these pages, but which photos of these gardens would make the
cut; often we had three or four times as many pictures as space (and the publisher's budget)
would allow. The gardens that did not get selected were often no less deserving than the ones
that did, but we were faced with regional redundancies. For example, we found an over
abundance of riches in and around Austin, where natives have long found favor, and we
reluctantly had to drop some gardens that were well-thought-out, beautifully designed, and
colorfully exciting.LET'S GET BACK TO BASICSWe made an interesting discovery while
working on this book: As enthusiastic as many folks seem to be on the subject of natives, we
encountered on more than a few occasions "native" gardens that were not native at all. One
gentleman was tickled to death to show us his garden. "I have your book," he said, "and I think
natives are great! I'm using quite a few in my backyard." Then he insisted on giving us the grand
tour. There wasn't a single native plant in sight. Rather than embarrass him, we complimented
him on his garden (it was laid out well) and retreated back to our van. Clearly, he thought he was
doing it right. And, in truth, many of his plants were pretty well adapted to his area's growing
conditions, although a number of others were well wide of the mark, and were native to the Far
East and Central America.It became obvious that even among native enthusiasts there is still a
bit of confusion as to what constitutes a true native plant. So let's clear that up right away.When
Andy and I speak before various groups, I am often introduced as a "native" Texan. After all, I
was born here, I am third-generation Texan, and if that isn't enough, my birthday is March 2,
Texas Independence Day (never mind what year!). But, botanically speaking, I don't begin to
qualify.A true native plant (tree, shrub, grass, wildflower, groundcover or vine) is one that has
grown in a particular area without having been brought there by humans, never had its genetics
tampered with by humans, and can survive very nicely without any help from us. After all, it's
been doing that for many thousands of years. Many natives even go back to before the last Ice
Age. And what were those plants doing all that time? Learning to live with the unique weather
and soil conditions of their area. The plants also learned to grow in harmony with other plants
native to that area and became a reliable source of food and/or shelter for the indigenous
wildlife.This roadside ditch in central Texas clearly demonstrates that native plants do best when
they are matched to the kind of soil, drainage, and other growing conditions that they prefer.
Note how the wild onion, which can tolerate seasonal poor drainage, is at the bottom of the
ditch. The wildflowers, Indian blanket, goldenwave, Engelmann daisy, and prairie verbena, like



better drainage and have established themselves on the slopes, while the plants that are most
drought tolerant, such as escarpment live oak, are at the very top.Of course, almost any plant
that you find in your nursery is a native somewhere–just not where they are being sold and used.
They come from other parts of the country and even from other parts of the planet–South
America, Africa, the Far East, and so on. The exceptions are those that have been so hybridized
and rehybridized over the years that no vestige remains of their original genetic vigor. Tea roses
are good examples. Like over-bred, over-pedigreed show dogs, these cultivars can no longer
exist on their own as their ancestors did.WELL-ADAPTED IS A TWO-EDGED SWORDDoes a
plant have to be a native to work in your garden? What's wrong with using ·an alien plant that is
well adapted to your growing conditions? In some cases, not a thing. In others cases, quite a bit.
Sara Stein (Noah's Garden) told us that the native dogwoods around her home in Pound Ridge,
New York, are being replaced in home landscapes by a dogwood from China. The Chinese tree
is well-adapted to that part of the country, attractive, and is doing very well in the nursery trade.
But here's the problem: While the fruits of native dogwood are eaten by the native birds, the
fruits of the Chinese dogwood are too large to be eaten by them. In China, in their own native
habitat, they're eaten by monkeys. Last time we checked, there are very few monkeys running
wild in New York state, but lots of birds that are losing a major source of food.Another risk we run
with well-adapted aliens is that, here in their new home, these foreigners do not have the natural
controls (insects, browsing and grazing herbivores, etc.) that exist in their native habitats. As a
result, they can run wild here, like kids at Granny's house. The eucalyptus tree in California is a
classic example. Many Californians think it is a native; after all, it's been around for over a
century. In truth, this Australian import is taking over and crowding out the natives. It is also
creating monocultures–unnatural habitats where little else grows with it–including wildlife. Other
examples around the country are Russian olive, Norway maple, and, of course, kudzu, which
now blankets the South and is actually spreading north. Originally brought here from Africa to be
used for erosion control, kudzu soon proved to be a rampant pest. Today, many state highway
departments, working with various federal agencies, are still growing and planting highly
invasive non-natives, such as autumn olive and a hybrid knotweed.Closer to home, well-adapted
aliens we can do without include Japanese honeysuckle, privet, tamarisk along the Red River,
and Chinese tallow, which is threatening to take over the Texas coastal areas.Chosen carefully,
some naturalized plants (crape myrtle, bearded iris, lantana, bird-of-paradise) can be a welcome
addition to a garden, and can co-exist harmoniously with the natives. The only times it really
makes no sense to introduce alien plants is when you already have an established indigenous
landscape, such as when you build a home on undisturbed natural land (See The Building
Envelope chapter) or when you are restoring an indigenous landscape.THE NATIVE LOOKIn
these pages, you will see that there are as many native looks as there are gardeners to create
them. The idea that using natives stifles creativity is totally erroneous. Rather than limiting your
possibilities, native plants present you with greater flexibility and more options. And more
options means getting away from that numbing sameness of traditionally landscaped



neighborhoods.Let's be honest. The typical middle-class residential landscape is boring! It is a
clone of the landscapes on either side and across the street. You know the look: Lawn,
boxhedge, and gaudy annuals lined up in rows or encircling some trash tree that the developer
put in. Moreover, if you travel around the U.S., you discover that this same landscape exists in
neighborhoods from New Jersey to California, from Texas to Wisconsin. Look at the photos on
the facing page. They were taken in five different states. Can you tell what part of the country–
never mind what state–they were taken in? There's just no sense of place, no regional
identity.Our home landscapes all look alike, not just in Texas, but everywhere. All sense of place
is missing. All over the country, our landscapes rely on the same basic plant materials and are
laid out in the same manicured-lawn, trimmed-hedges format. And the regional native plants are
almost always ignored. Only one of these homes is in Texas. The others are in Maryland,
California, Iowa, and Illinois. Can you tell which is which? Didn't think so.Rarely can you find
more than five, six, or seven plant species in these landscapes, and these tend to be the same
old nursery standards you see over and over again. Sameness and limited species are two good
ways to define boring.Now consider that there are over 5,000 native species in Texas (our state
has more than any other, except for California), and hundreds of plants that are indigenous to
where you live. That hardly sounds confining.AND NOW THE REST OF THE STORY...There's
much more to going native and more natural than having a sense of place. For one thing–and
this is what really hooks a lot of people into native landscaping–you greatly reduce the amount of
work you normally devote to your landscape. Even if you want a fairly conventional looking
landscape, by using native buffalograss instead of bermudagrass, fescue, or St. Augustine, you'll
be doing far less mowing and a whole lot less watering. Flowers and shrubs that are indigenous
to your area will thrive on minimal upkeep. If you go completely natural, you may find, as we did,
that yearly maintenance can be measured, not in hours per week, but hours per year!And you
can forget about spraying all those chemicals around your yard, too. For the most part, they do
more damage than good. Take pesticides. The vast majority of insects in your yard are useful or,
at worst, benign, yet they get killed off along with the pests. When this happens, nesting
songbirds lose an important protein source, or they ingest the poison along with their lunch. And
we've only recently begun to discover the damage these chemicals are doing to us–affecting our
endocrine, immune, and reproductive systems. Fact is, natural controls (predator insects and
plant diversity) do a great job of controlling infestations of pests and disease. They've been
doing it for millennia.Native, natural landscapes are safe havens for hosts of desirable wildlife,
from songbirds to butterflies to colorful lizards. The Howie home in Rockport displays a Texas
Wildscape sign, announcing to visitors that the landscape is chemical free and a great place to
nest and feed. Of course, the wildlife don't need the sign. They know instantly that this place is
friendly–and sadly, all too rare. (See Sources for information on how to take part in the Texas
Wildscape Program.)My personal favorite reason for going native and natural is wildlife. Let's
face it, we've been destroying habitats for decades, what with all our highways and shopping
malls and housing developments. Migratory routes are disturbed as nesting and feeding sites



disappear beneath bulldozer blades. But when you devote even a portion of your property to
natural landscaping, you create a safe haven for a wide array of wildlife–bumblebees,
hummingbirds and butterflies. My particular favorites are the cardinals that cavort outside my
office window, and the anoles that scamper up and down the screen, the males stopping every
so often to puff out their wonderful pink throat sacs.In these pages, we hope you will experience,
as we did, the exhilaration of seeing natives being used in so many creative ways. And, if you
haven't done so already, you'll be inspired to design your own native landscape. No matter
where in this state you live, there is a broad and colorful palette of natives available for you. A
growing roster of landscape designers and architects are now working with natives and can help
you create a beautiful, low-maintenance, environmentally friendly garden for your home.But be
warned: Once you become a native gardener, there is no turning back. You will become
enthusiastic–even passionate–about natives. You will want to tell family and friends, you'll carry
snapshots of your garden in your wallet or purse, and you'll want to make converts. We speak
from experience.Sally WasowskiNATIVE DESIGNTHREE KINDS OF NATIVE
LANDSCAPESMore than a few people have indicated to us over the years that they thought
using native plants would limit their landscaping possibilities. Somehow, they got the mistaken
idea that if one went native, it had to be an all or nothing proposition. Naturally, they were
reluctant to give up some old favorites. Moreover, a number of these homeowners believed that
a native landscape had to be wild and untamed-a look they and/ or their neighbors would not be
comfortable having on display.In Native Texas Plants we demonstrated that there is a wealth of
beautiful native plant materials. In this book, we will show that there are also countless
landscape styles to fit every taste, home, and region.In this chapter, we'll look at three basic
styles we call native traditional, naturalistic, and natural habitat. But as with all attempts to put
things into neat little categories, exceptions and variations and combinations abound.THE
NATIVE TRADITIONAL LANDSCAPEIn Texas and the Southwest, two European nonnative
schools of landscaping exist-the Spanish tradition and the North European tradition usually
referred to as Anglo.Beginning in the 1600s, the Spanish-speaking settlers brought their
Moorish-influenced gardening designs to Texas. Typically, in this style, the living space of the
house extends into courtyards. Instead of high-water-use lawns, the open areas are paved or
tiled patios. Drama is achieved by juxtaposing brilliant sunlight with cool dark shade. Plant
materials have always been a mixture of natives as well as Mediterranean flowers, fruits, herbs,
and trees. This style ought to be used more often.In the late 1800s, Anglo-speaking settlers
brought to Texas the then new American style of landscape exemplified by lawn, foundation
planting, and specimen shade tree. Except for the shade tree, this landscaping style is usually
composed of nonnative plant materials better suited to climates with cooler summers and higher
rainfall and humidity.This, the less adaptive tradition, is the one that dominates our
neighborhoods and businesses. One solution to this wasteful style of gardening is to substitute
native plants, either partly or entirely, for the usual nonnative palette. For example, instead of
bermudagrass or St. Augustine, one might use buffalograss; instead of impatiens, daffodils, and



begonias, employ native senecio, winecups, and coreopsis. Because such a landscape is
healthier, it can generally be maintained free of pesticides, herbicides, and synthetic fertilizers.
This new landscape we call the native traditional landscape.The Spanish traditional landscape
is an outdoor room. Meredith McClain's Spanish-style courtyard in Lubbock has no lawn but
there are both warm and cool places to sit. Intense sunshine at the living room door backlights
Mediterranean fig leaves, while an arbor covered with native grape vine and a chinquapin oak
casts deep shade over the courtyard door. Through that doorway, the feeling of a sunny desert
scrub landscape has been created with native prickly pear and a South American yellow bird of
paradise.The Anglo traditional landscape is composed of lawn, hedge, and shade tree. The Tom
Devine landscape in Austin, designed by Bill O'Brien of Greatest Scapes, Inc., may look
traditional, but something very different is going on here. The lawn is native buffalograss "609,"
and many of the shrubs and ornamental trees are also native to Texas.Native traditional
landscapes fit in with the neighbors, but are more in tune with the laws of nature. They often
minimize lawn areas while emphasizing perennial flower beds and other planted areas. In front
of Margaret and Richard Nakamura's recently built house, the lawn is merely a wide path leading
to the back garden. Newly planted, these low-growing flowers will soon fill in the generous bed
near the street. Taller flowering plants soften the foundation of the house. The landscape was
designed by Sheryl McLaughlin at Native Sun Nursery, Austin. Early April.Native traditional
landscapes are kind to wildlife. The Nakamura backyard is also a lovely mixture of broad grass
paths and well-defined flower beds, but the pond falls into the category we would call
naturalistic, because with its native boulders and planting pockets, it seeks to mimic a natural
rocky spring. The colorful flowers, a mixture of natives and nonnatives, provide nectar for
butterflies and hummingbirds. The recirculated water is welcomed by birds and other small
creatures. September.Native traditional landscapes are long-lived and easy to maintain. You
may recall the Garland landscape of Connie and Glenn Suhren from Native Texas Plants. This
photo was taken eight years later. Neighbors notice their landscape because it is attractive, not
"different." But, in fact, it is different. Virtually everything in sight is native. The buffalo grass lmyn
has proven to be a labor-saving, water-saving feature, while the rest of the native plants have
thrived and grown even more lush.THE NATURALISTIC LANDSCAPEThe naturalistic
landscape differs from a traditional, conventional landscape because it goes for a more relaxed,
natural look. Severe pruning of trees and shrubs is rejected in favor of softer, more natural
shapes. Open areas are more likely to be meadows and not lawns. But the naturalistic
landscape can't be confused with a totally natural setting, because the plant materials are not all
indigenous to the site. Naturalistic gardens can be completely nonnative, or a combination of
native and nonnative plants. The nonnative plants might be native to other parts of Texas or
native to completely different continents, but an attempt is made to choose plants that are well-
adapted and to plant them in zones according to water use.A mixture of native woodland flowers
and understory trees from all parts of Texas creates a colorful shady flower garden under a
preserved canopy of post oaks and cedar elms in landscape designer Molly Hollar's garden in



Arlington. Although not all the plants are native to Arlington's post oak woodland, all can survive
with little or no supplemental water, and they recreate the feeling of a dynamic mature native
understory.Molly's lakeside garden, at the back of her home, used to be a lawn. Now a rough
patch of buffalograss dotted with short prairie flowers still allows a view of the lake. Native Texas
deciduous trees are used for screening from the neighbors. The style looks like a native
landscape, but only about half the plants are actually native to Arlington, making this a
naturalistic landscape.Another naturalistic garden, belonging to George Street in San Antonio,
recreates the feeling of a natural palm grove, a nearly extinct habitat found in the lower Rio
Grande Valley. It is not a revegetation project, that is, an actual copy, because this garden is
located some 270 miles north in San Antonio. Here, it has to be watered because it is not in a
floodplain. Also, not all the plant material is native to Texas. Still, it celebrates and captures the
romance of a Texas palm grove.NATURAL HABITAT LANDSCAPEUnlike the naturalistic
landscape, the natural habitat landscape is totally indigenous-that is, the plants are all native to
that area. This landscape can be either recreated or original to the site, but, in either case, it is a
functioning eco-system that supports wildlife and can exist without any meddling from us.
Upkeep is minimal, and is usually restricted to digging out the occasional bird-planted alien and
a bit of cosmetic pruning-just enough to create a garden. This style is the most friendly to
wildlife, giving them back some of their natural habitats that development has erased.Renowned
botanist Dr. Marshall Johnston leaves nature alone as much as possible while also creating a
setting for sitting or strolling. The view from the deck is pure Texas Hill Country. While this style
ought to be entirely native, this is a challenge because so much of our land has been damaged
by plowing, grazing, construction, and the invasion of nonnative plants. Johnston is slowly
restoring the native landscape by removing the introduced plants that were not part of the
natural habitat, creating brush piles for wildlife, and planting native species that are the most
likely to have been indigenous to this site.The building envelope is a building technique that
produces a native landscape in the simplest way possible-by preserving it. This naturally
wooded lot in Arlington was all native post oak woods. The house, belonging to Kevin Kennison
and Cindy Hollar, was built within the woods. The enthusiasm and understanding of the
architect, Ken Schaumburg, and the builder, Dan Driscoll, made this envelope project possible. I
helped site the house and marked trees and other plants to be dug up before building began
and transplanted later in the areas right around the house that might need to be
revegetated.This front entrance view of the Kennison/Hollar home shows some of the
understory trees and ground covers that were rescued from the building site and replanted along
the entrance walk and between the house and driveway where not everything could be saved.
Hinckley columbine and inland sea oats were also added. This part of the landscape was
designed by Cindy's mom, Molly Hollar.YOU CAN HAVE IT ALLThe Finfrock's front yard looks
traditional and fits into the neighborhood, but it is composed mostly of native plants. It features
beds around the house and along the side yard that are filled with wild red columbine from the
Hill Country along with native asters and other flowers that were preserved during construction.It



is possible to mix styles. When David and Sherry Finfrock built their home in Arlington, they kept
the woods in the backyard intact except for removing poison ivy and greenbriar. David, the chief
meteorologist for KXAS-TV, has since added indigenous woodland species and a few nonnative
flowers such as yellow columbine native to west Texas and the naturalized pink oxalis from
Brazil, creating a naturalistic woodland garden. A small patio and mulched paths give access to
the garden that is alive with birds. Late April.CONVERSIONWe're all familiar with before-and-
after pictures. Usually we associate them with ads for diet centers and toupee makers. Now
we're going to see a home landscape in Burleson the way it looked before and after its
conversion from a conventional to a native landscape. The idea is to get you thinking about how
boring your own conventional landscape may look in comparison to how exciting it could be.
Many people remake their landscapes all at once. But if this seems daunting to you, realize that
conversion can be done a little bit at a time. It will be easier on your back and your pocketbook,
and it will give your conventionally landscaped neighbors a chance to get used to your new
look.JUDY SLOAN HOMEBurlesonDesign by Sally WasowskiBefore: The front corner of the
Sloan house as it appeared before the new gardens were designed and installed.After: The
same front corner as installed by Bill Neiman (Native American Seed). The yellow daisies of
lanceleaf coreopsis, pink evening primrose, and the European oxeye daisy dominate the scene
at this time of year. April.Before: The back patio had a view of the horse pastures but was
otherwise uninteresting.After: The back patio is now encircled with flowers. Mealy blue sage is in
the sun and Hinckley columbine and wood fern enjoy the shade of the escarpment live oak and
the extra rain that washes off the patio. April.SUSAN BATTERBEE HOMEDallasDesign by
landscape architects Michael Parkey and Linda SmithThis small suburban backyard was once a
conventional lawn. Now there is a small new lawn of buffalograss, roughly cut and watered twice
a year. It has gone dormant, giving an autumn country look. Springing from it are the see-through
white bracts of snow-on-the-prairie. Owner Susan Batterbee collected the seed for this annual
from her grandfather's property in Terrell and let it self-sow both here in the foreground and
behind the deck. The bed surrounding the deck contains pink-flowered rockrose, possumhaw,
the silver spires of Lindheimer muhly, a desert willow, and a large cedar elm. Early
October.NATIVETEXASGARDENSNATIVETEXASGARDENSOther books by the
authors:NATIVE TEXAS PLANTS: LANDSCAPING REGION BY REGIONREQUIEM FOR A
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NAMESREFERENCESFOREWORDThose of you who have just purchased the Wasowskis' fine
addition to the of books on native plant gardening are, I would guess, already aware of at east
some of the many benefits of using natives in planned landscapes. These include new design
options; conservation of water, soil, and other resources (including time); reducing pollution and
the use of chemicals; increasing wildlife habitats; and preserving regional biodiversity. These
win, win, win advantages are very real and very compelling. This is why the cadre of native
gardeners is expanding so rapidly.These were the same reasons I and many others became
involved in and committed to the native landscaping movement well over a decade-and-a-half
ago. Not because it was commercially advantageous. In many cases, the opposite was true. We
were simply convinced that it was the right idea for our times, and that it would find its audience.
Our faith is being rewarded. There has been a dramatic increase, not just in native plant
enthusiasts, but in good reference materials, in native stock and seed, and, as this book
demonstrates, in examples of established native landscapes.It is clear to me that by the turn of
the century the concept of using regional native wildflowers, grasses, shrubs, vines, and trees in
our home and commercial landscapes will have "turned the corner." It will no longer be thought
of as an interesting but esoteric notion, appealing only to a select audience. It may not be
mainstream by then, but it will surely be more widely accepted. The general population will have
heard and understood the message. Actually, in some areas of the country, this has already
happened.Moreover, it is my studied opinion that using native plants will become common
practice during the first decade of the twenty-first century and, during the second decade, will
rapidly become the norm. I am comfortable predicting that well before the middle of the next
century, it will be the consumptive, exotic landscape that is rare–possibly seen only in botanic
gardens as museum-like exhibits and reminders of a more profligate past.It took two centuries to
establish our current norm of resource-wasting, homogeneous, and poorly adapted North
American gardens. Why then do I think it will take less than a half century to replace such an
ingrained way of landscaping? Primarily because the inpetus for change will be much more
urgent. Water shortages, which affect a major portion of our country, will drive up the cost of this



precious resource, making today's conventional landscapes not only impractical, but possibly
even unpatriotic!The causes of chemical pollution from our lawns and gardens; diminishing
numbers of birds, butterflies, and other wildlife; and related problems are now being understood
by more and more average citizens. And, so are the solutions. In addition, we are less willing to
blandly accept and imitate what, for so long, has been considered elegant and exotic in
European gardening. We are developing a healthy national and regional pride in our own natural
and native beauty. A new land ethic is emerging all around us.So I invite you to join Sally and
Andy, all of us at the National Wildflower Research Center, and many thousands of other
Americans and begin enjoying the many positive pleasures of gardening with plants native to
your region. And feel good that you are among the first wave of people doing something
important for our land and our natural resources. Becoming a native plant gardener is not only
fun, it is attractive ... and it is right!David K. Northington, Ph.D.Executive DirectorNational
Wildflower Research CenterIf you need convincing that native plants are hearty, take a look at
this landscape outside what was once a Whole Foods Market in Austin. When the store moved
to a new location, the landscape was abandoned. From March to August, when this photo was
taken, the vegetation didn't get a single drop of water except for whatever rain fell on it. You can
see that the plants, including a few well-adapted naturalized specimens, are still healthy, and
many are still in bloom.FOREWORDThose of you who have just purchased the Wasowskis' fine
addition to the of books on native plant gardening are, I would guess, already aware of at east
some of the many benefits of using natives in planned landscapes. These include new design
options; conservation of water, soil, and other resources (including time); reducing pollution and
the use of chemicals; increasing wildlife habitats; and preserving regional biodiversity. These
win, win, win advantages are very real and very compelling. This is why the cadre of native
gardeners is expanding so rapidly.These were the same reasons I and many others became
involved in and committed to the native landscaping movement well over a decade-and-a-half
ago. Not because it was commercially advantageous. In many cases, the opposite was true. We
were simply convinced that it was the right idea for our times, and that it would find its audience.
Our faith is being rewarded. There has been a dramatic increase, not just in native plant
enthusiasts, but in good reference materials, in native stock and seed, and, as this book
demonstrates, in examples of established native landscapes.It is clear to me that by the turn of
the century the concept of using regional native wildflowers, grasses, shrubs, vines, and trees in
our home and commercial landscapes will have "turned the corner." It will no longer be thought
of as an interesting but esoteric notion, appealing only to a select audience. It may not be
mainstream by then, but it will surely be more widely accepted. The general population will have
heard and understood the message. Actually, in some areas of the country, this has already
happened.Moreover, it is my studied opinion that using native plants will become common
practice during the first decade of the twenty-first century and, during the second decade, will
rapidly become the norm. I am comfortable predicting that well before the middle of the next
century, it will be the consumptive, exotic landscape that is rare–possibly seen only in botanic



gardens as museum-like exhibits and reminders of a more profligate past.It took two centuries to
establish our current norm of resource-wasting, homogeneous, and poorly adapted North
American gardens. Why then do I think it will take less than a half century to replace such an
ingrained way of landscaping? Primarily because the inpetus for change will be much more
urgent. Water shortages, which affect a major portion of our country, will drive up the cost of this
precious resource, making today's conventional landscapes not only impractical, but possibly
even unpatriotic!The causes of chemical pollution from our lawns and gardens; diminishing
numbers of birds, butterflies, and other wildlife; and related problems are now being understood
by more and more average citizens. And, so are the solutions. In addition, we are less willing to
blandly accept and imitate what, for so long, has been considered elegant and exotic in
European gardening. We are developing a healthy national and regional pride in our own natural
and native beauty. A new land ethic is emerging all around us.So I invite you to join Sally and
Andy, all of us at the National Wildflower Research Center, and many thousands of other
Americans and begin enjoying the many positive pleasures of gardening with plants native to
your region. And feel good that you are among the first wave of people doing something
important for our land and our natural resources. Becoming a native plant gardener is not only
fun, it is attractive ... and it is right!David K. Northington, Ph.D.Executive DirectorNational
Wildflower Research CenterIf you need convincing that native plants are hearty, take a look at
this landscape outside what was once a Whole Foods Market in Austin. When the store moved
to a new location, the landscape was abandoned. From March to August, when this photo was
taken, the vegetation didn't get a single drop of water except for whatever rain fell on it. You can
see that the plants, including a few well-adapted naturalized specimens, are still healthy, and
many are still in bloom.ACKNOWLEDGMENTSThis book is not the one we'd first had in mind.
Our initial concept was to native gardens around the state, going into a fair amount of detail on
each hy ten? Because they were the only good ones that we knew about. But just in case there
might be a few more lurking out there, we ran a short notice in the Native Plant Society
newsletter. We said we were working on a sequel to Native Texas Plants to be called Native
Texas Gardens and we hoped people would share their gardens with us.We'd expected, at best,
another four or five responses, with most of them being, for one reason or another, unsuitable.
What arrived in our mailbox was a small flood of letters with enthusiastic descriptions (and in
many cases snapshots) of well-thought-out and executed gardens. Some were created with the
help of professional landscape architects and designers, but a surprising number were created
by the homeowners themselves. With this wealth of resources before us, we realized that the
theme of our book would no longer be merely how a handful of people had created their
gardens, but rather how widespread the native plant movement had become in just a few short
years. Here, then, are the people who made this book possible:Wynn and Kim Anderson, Lois
Baldwin, Susan Battarbee, Mary Bazon, Olivette Beach, Tom Boggus, Margaret Brown, Suellis
Bryant, Dot Bybee, Eloisa Cobarrubias, Lou and Louise Crowell, Walt and Isabel Davis, Tom
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Faubion, John Ferguson, David and Sherry Finfrock, Rosa Finsley, Jenelle Fisher, Mike Fox,
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Bobby Peiser, Gene and Dana Powell, the Rev. Davis and Janet Price, April Proudfit, Margie
Reynolds, Carol Robertson, Jean Romero.Ron Schulze, Florence Schwein, Anne Schwinger,
Heidi Sheesly, Barbara Simotu, Rob and Judy Sloane, MaryAnne Smith, Mrs. Truett Smith, Dody
and Bill Spencer, Tom Spencer, George Street, Terry Tate, Kathy Taylor, Mae Thorp, Andy and
Barbara Veres, Dal Watts, Pam Weller, Randy and Sue Weston, Sandy and Randy Wilson, John
and Bambi Wolf, Gary and Linda Wyatt, Jean and Mandy Zabriskie.Of course, no book called
Native Texas Gardens could exist without special recognition of the late Katie Ferguson, friend,
colleague, and inspiration.We also want to thank our agent, Susan Urstadt, and the crew at Gulf
Publishing, from the big boss, B.J. Lowe, to the guys who ship the books out from the
warehouse, and especially our editor, Joyce Alff, and to Roxann Combs and Laura Dion, who
designed this attractive tome.Lastly, we must also add all the people we thanked in this book's
predecessor, Native Texas Plants: Landscaping Region by Region. Clearly, that book became
the solid base upon which we wrote this one.Lolly Jackson's Houston garden is the creation of
landscape designer Will Fleming, and is a fine example of a Gulf Coast landscape. Spigelia
provides the May color in this wooded front yard, which also contains two-leaved toothwort, wild
ginger, Georgia basil, broad beechfern, normal shield fern and Christmas fern, along with
assorted woodland flowers that have either bloomed already or will
later.ACKNOWLEDGMENTSThis book is not the one we'd first had in mind. Our initial concept
was to native gardens around the state, going into a fair amount of detail on each hy ten?
Because they were the only good ones that we knew about. But just in case there might be a few
more lurking out there, we ran a short notice in the Native Plant Society newsletter. We said we
were working on a sequel to Native Texas Plants to be called Native Texas Gardens and we
hoped people would share their gardens with us.We'd expected, at best, another four or five
responses, with most of them being, for one reason or another, unsuitable. What arrived in our
mailbox was a small flood of letters with enthusiastic descriptions (and in many cases
snapshots) of well-thought-out and executed gardens. Some were created with the help of
professional landscape architects and designers, but a surprising number were created by the
homeowners themselves. With this wealth of resources before us, we realized that the theme of
our book would no longer be merely how a handful of people had created their gardens, but



rather how widespread the native plant movement had become in just a few short years. Here,
then, are the people who made this book possible:Wynn and Kim Anderson, Lois Baldwin,
Susan Battarbee, Mary Bazon, Olivette Beach, Tom Boggus, Margaret Brown, Suellis Bryant,
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Pat and Dr. David Northington, Bill O'Brien, Gudrun and Hal Opperman, Carolyn and Joe
Osborn, Anai Padilla, Michael Parkey, Brent Pearson, Ellen Peffley, Bobby Peiser, Gene and
Dana Powell, the Rev. Davis and Janet Price, April Proudfit, Margie Reynolds, Carol Robertson,
Jean Romero.Ron Schulze, Florence Schwein, Anne Schwinger, Heidi Sheesly, Barbara Simotu,
Rob and Judy Sloane, MaryAnne Smith, Mrs. Truett Smith, Dody and Bill Spencer, Tom
Spencer, George Street, Terry Tate, Kathy Taylor, Mae Thorp, Andy and Barbara Veres, Dal
Watts, Pam Weller, Randy and Sue Weston, Sandy and Randy Wilson, John and Bambi Wolf,
Gary and Linda Wyatt, Jean and Mandy Zabriskie.Of course, no book called Native Texas
Gardens could exist without special recognition of the late Katie Ferguson, friend, colleague,
and inspiration.We also want to thank our agent, Susan Urstadt, and the crew at Gulf Publishing,
from the big boss, B.J. Lowe, to the guys who ship the books out from the warehouse, and
especially our editor, Joyce Alff, and to Roxann Combs and Laura Dion, who designed this
attractive tome.Lastly, we must also add all the people we thanked in this book's predecessor,
Native Texas Plants: Landscaping Region by Region. Clearly, that book became the solid base
upon which we wrote this one.Lolly Jackson's Houston garden is the creation of landscape
designer Will Fleming, and is a fine example of a Gulf Coast landscape. Spigelia provides the
May color in this wooded front yard, which also contains two-leaved toothwort, wild ginger,
Georgia basil, broad beechfern, normal shield fern and Christmas fern, along with assorted
woodland flowers that have either bloomed already or will later.INTRODUCTIONWhat a
difference a few years can make!When our book Native Texas Plants: Landscaping Region by
Region came out in 1988, things were very different. The idea of using native plants was only
beginning to establish a precarious toehold in Texas. The Native Plant Society of Texas (NPSOT)
was just a few years old and had six chapters. Conventional nurseries carried, at best, a limited
selection of natives–mostly shade trees–and there were a mere handful of nurseries around the
state that actually specialized in indigenous flora–at least 50 percent of their inventory was
native. Landscape designers who knew and worked with natives were few and far between,



while landscape architects who worked with natives were as rare as liberals in Corsicana.The
whole idea of using natives was so new back then that when we set out to find native residential
landscapes to photograph for that book we found that we'd embarked on an often frustrating
quest filled with many dead ends and disappointments.Since our first book came out in 1988,
we've seen the appearance of several new commercial growers, supplying the many nurseries
now carrying native plants. Here, Dorothy Baird Matizza, owner of Gunsight Mountain Ranch
and Nursery in Tarpley, tends a crop of baby madrones.BUT LOOK AT US NOWWe wish we
could say that, today, you see native landscapes in every residential block. We haven't yet
reached that level of awareness and acceptance, but we're definitely moving in the right
direction. NPSOT has grown and now boasts 28 chapters all over the state (no doubt even more
by the time this book hits the bookstores). Its newsletter has become a respected journal filled
with excellent articles on plants and landscaping information, and NPSOT's annual convention
attracts some of the leading botanists, horticulturists, and landscape designers in Texas, not to
mention a large number of lay gardeners who have discovered natives and want to learn
more.As of this writing, our state has over 60 native plant nurseries, and it seems that a new one
joins the list every day. (See Source List) As for those conventional neighborhood nurseries–
they're now stocking far more natives than ever before, from understory trees to ground covers.
And they're doing this, not to be pioneers or trendsetters, but for the most basic reason of all:
their customers are asking for natives. Just as vital to the native plant movement is the
appearance of numerous commercial growers, without whom those nurseries could not supply
the expanding public demand.Gardening magazines–from Texas Gardener and Neil Sperry's
Gardens to national publications such as Fine Gardening, National Gardening, and American
Gardener–almost always have at least one article on natives. And when folks call in to those
radio gardening programs these days, their questions often deal with native plants, rather than
just questions on how to raise bigger and better tomatoes or how to cope with doodle
bugs.Garden clubs, longtime bastions of traditional gardening, are today very open to the idea of
having more environmentally friendly landscapes–and that means natives. That old white-gloves-
and-teacups image is rapidly disappearing. We've given many talks to these organizations and
have always found friendly and receptive audiences.SO WHAT'S WITH ALL THIS BACKLASH?
If you want a sure indicator of how far the native plant movement has progressed, consider the
amount of flack native plant growers have been taking lately. It's one of life's little truisms: When
you are insignificant, nobody pays you any mind. But start to get popular, start making inroads
into areas that had long been someone else's domain, and you soon have people taking
potshots at you. Some come from nursery owners–happily just a few–who express pretty strong
anti-native sentiments. One nurseryman we spoke to conceded that natives are indeed hearty,
but he took that to mean that "If everyone started using natives, I'd go out of business!" And
while his comment might make you smile, we must also remember that he is not unique. We've
even run across a few that give out misleading or wildly erroneous "information" on natives. We
suspect that in most cases it's just easier to put natives down than learn a new plant



palette.Often, negative attitudes can be attributed to misinformation and simple
misunderstanding. This seems to happen whenever someone is confronted with a new concept.
When our Pleistocene ancestors first saw an eclipse, they were convinced that the end of the
world was at hand. And when the first automobiles came on the scene, some people–including
scientists–actually believed that the human body would disintegrate if it were subjected to
speeds over 30 miles per hour.Because gardening with native plants is a relatively new concept,
misconceptions abound. Consider two different homeowners who decide to give natives a try.
They each go out and buy a healthy Texas native plant–but only one. When most people first get
into natives they do it the way they'd get into a cold lake ... veeeery slooooowly! Homeowner # 1
buys a plant that is native, all right–but to a very different part of the state. Remember, Texas has
many diverse regions, ranging from very dry to very wet, from acid soil to alkaline, from sand to
gumbo. Believing that a native is a native is a native, Homeowner # 1 soon sees his once-healthy
plant succumb to its new and alien surroundings.Homeowner # 2 makes another common
mistake: While she buys a native that is area-appropriate, she then installs it among the other
nonnative plants, all of which require a very different watering regimen. If this particular native
plant is accustomed to arid surroundings and exists quite well on whatever rainfall it gets, it
drowns in all that extra water. This happens to cenizo and evergreen sumac all the time.
Meanwhile, both homeowners have seen their natives "fail" and are now convinced that native
plants are wildly overrated!But it's not just laypeople who can miss the mark with natives.
Speaking at an arboretum function a few years ago, a prominent landscape architect told his
audience that natives are "just a passing fad," and, anyway, no one could really be successful
with natives unless they lived on "at least two acres." A professor of horticulture, writing in a
magazine, described natural landscapes as "messy and unkempt." A nationally known garden
writer once expressed the odd notion that in order to use natives one had to be willing to "live
like a bear in the wilderness," while yet another wrote–in the New York Times, no less!– that "the
natural garden movement has all but seized control of official taste in this country." Right! The
way General Custer seized control of the Sioux nation! And then there are the two German
garden historians who connected the pre-World War II natural gardening movement in their
country with "nationalistic and racist ideas." You just don't know whether to laugh or cry when
you hear such cockamamie ideas.A well-known landscape architect once pontificated that in
order to use native plants successfully, one "had to live on at least two acres." This in-town home
in Fredrickburg sits on far less, yet displays seasonal wildflowers in a landscape that is beautiful,
ever-changing, drought-tolerant, and reflects its Hill Country surroundings.The biggest indication
to us that the native plant movement is strong and moving in the right direction came when we
began work on this sequel. Unlike those years when we were working on Native Texas Plants,
we now had no trouble at all finding a wide and varied selection of native landscapes–not just
residential, but companies and schools, too. The difficulty came, not just from deciding which
gardens would make it onto these pages, but which photos of these gardens would make the
cut; often we had three or four times as many pictures as space (and the publisher's budget)



would allow. The gardens that did not get selected were often no less deserving than the ones
that did, but we were faced with regional redundancies. For example, we found an over
abundance of riches in and around Austin, where natives have long found favor, and we
reluctantly had to drop some gardens that were well-thought-out, beautifully designed, and
colorfully exciting.LET'S GET BACK TO BASICSWe made an interesting discovery while
working on this book: As enthusiastic as many folks seem to be on the subject of natives, we
encountered on more than a few occasions "native" gardens that were not native at all. One
gentleman was tickled to death to show us his garden. "I have your book," he said, "and I think
natives are great! I'm using quite a few in my backyard." Then he insisted on giving us the grand
tour. There wasn't a single native plant in sight. Rather than embarrass him, we complimented
him on his garden (it was laid out well) and retreated back to our van. Clearly, he thought he was
doing it right. And, in truth, many of his plants were pretty well adapted to his area's growing
conditions, although a number of others were well wide of the mark, and were native to the Far
East and Central America.It became obvious that even among native enthusiasts there is still a
bit of confusion as to what constitutes a true native plant. So let's clear that up right away.When
Andy and I speak before various groups, I am often introduced as a "native" Texan. After all, I
was born here, I am third-generation Texan, and if that isn't enough, my birthday is March 2,
Texas Independence Day (never mind what year!). But, botanically speaking, I don't begin to
qualify.A true native plant (tree, shrub, grass, wildflower, groundcover or vine) is one that has
grown in a particular area without having been brought there by humans, never had its genetics
tampered with by humans, and can survive very nicely without any help from us. After all, it's
been doing that for many thousands of years. Many natives even go back to before the last Ice
Age. And what were those plants doing all that time? Learning to live with the unique weather
and soil conditions of their area. The plants also learned to grow in harmony with other plants
native to that area and became a reliable source of food and/or shelter for the indigenous
wildlife.This roadside ditch in central Texas clearly demonstrates that native plants do best when
they are matched to the kind of soil, drainage, and other growing conditions that they prefer.
Note how the wild onion, which can tolerate seasonal poor drainage, is at the bottom of the
ditch. The wildflowers, Indian blanket, goldenwave, Engelmann daisy, and prairie verbena, like
better drainage and have established themselves on the slopes, while the plants that are most
drought tolerant, such as escarpment live oak, are at the very top.Of course, almost any plant
that you find in your nursery is a native somewhere–just not where they are being sold and used.
They come from other parts of the country and even from other parts of the planet–South
America, Africa, the Far East, and so on. The exceptions are those that have been so hybridized
and rehybridized over the years that no vestige remains of their original genetic vigor. Tea roses
are good examples. Like over-bred, over-pedigreed show dogs, these cultivars can no longer
exist on their own as their ancestors did.WELL-ADAPTED IS A TWO-EDGED SWORDDoes a
plant have to be a native to work in your garden? What's wrong with using ·an alien plant that is
well adapted to your growing conditions? In some cases, not a thing. In others cases, quite a bit.



Sara Stein (Noah's Garden) told us that the native dogwoods around her home in Pound Ridge,
New York, are being replaced in home landscapes by a dogwood from China. The Chinese tree
is well-adapted to that part of the country, attractive, and is doing very well in the nursery trade.
But here's the problem: While the fruits of native dogwood are eaten by the native birds, the
fruits of the Chinese dogwood are too large to be eaten by them. In China, in their own native
habitat, they're eaten by monkeys. Last time we checked, there are very few monkeys running
wild in New York state, but lots of birds that are losing a major source of food.Another risk we run
with well-adapted aliens is that, here in their new home, these foreigners do not have the natural
controls (insects, browsing and grazing herbivores, etc.) that exist in their native habitats. As a
result, they can run wild here, like kids at Granny's house. The eucalyptus tree in California is a
classic example. Many Californians think it is a native; after all, it's been around for over a
century. In truth, this Australian import is taking over and crowding out the natives. It is also
creating monocultures–unnatural habitats where little else grows with it–including wildlife. Other
examples around the country are Russian olive, Norway maple, and, of course, kudzu, which
now blankets the South and is actually spreading north. Originally brought here from Africa to be
used for erosion control, kudzu soon proved to be a rampant pest. Today, many state highway
departments, working with various federal agencies, are still growing and planting highly
invasive non-natives, such as autumn olive and a hybrid knotweed.Closer to home, well-adapted
aliens we can do without include Japanese honeysuckle, privet, tamarisk along the Red River,
and Chinese tallow, which is threatening to take over the Texas coastal areas.Chosen carefully,
some naturalized plants (crape myrtle, bearded iris, lantana, bird-of-paradise) can be a welcome
addition to a garden, and can co-exist harmoniously with the natives. The only times it really
makes no sense to introduce alien plants is when you already have an established indigenous
landscape, such as when you build a home on undisturbed natural land (See The Building
Envelope chapter) or when you are restoring an indigenous landscape.THE NATIVE LOOKIn
these pages, you will see that there are as many native looks as there are gardeners to create
them. The idea that using natives stifles creativity is totally erroneous. Rather than limiting your
possibilities, native plants present you with greater flexibility and more options. And more
options means getting away from that numbing sameness of traditionally landscaped
neighborhoods.Let's be honest. The typical middle-class residential landscape is boring! It is a
clone of the landscapes on either side and across the street. You know the look: Lawn,
boxhedge, and gaudy annuals lined up in rows or encircling some trash tree that the developer
put in. Moreover, if you travel around the U.S., you discover that this same landscape exists in
neighborhoods from New Jersey to California, from Texas to Wisconsin. Look at the photos on
the facing page. They were taken in five different states. Can you tell what part of the country–
never mind what state–they were taken in? There's just no sense of place, no regional
identity.Our home landscapes all look alike, not just in Texas, but everywhere. All sense of place
is missing. All over the country, our landscapes rely on the same basic plant materials and are
laid out in the same manicured-lawn, trimmed-hedges format. And the regional native plants are



almost always ignored. Only one of these homes is in Texas. The others are in Maryland,
California, Iowa, and Illinois. Can you tell which is which? Didn't think so.Rarely can you find
more than five, six, or seven plant species in these landscapes, and these tend to be the same
old nursery standards you see over and over again. Sameness and limited species are two good
ways to define boring.Now consider that there are over 5,000 native species in Texas (our state
has more than any other, except for California), and hundreds of plants that are indigenous to
where you live. That hardly sounds confining.AND NOW THE REST OF THE STORY...There's
much more to going native and more natural than having a sense of place. For one thing–and
this is what really hooks a lot of people into native landscaping–you greatly reduce the amount of
work you normally devote to your landscape. Even if you want a fairly conventional looking
landscape, by using native buffalograss instead of bermudagrass, fescue, or St. Augustine, you'll
be doing far less mowing and a whole lot less watering. Flowers and shrubs that are indigenous
to your area will thrive on minimal upkeep. If you go completely natural, you may find, as we did,
that yearly maintenance can be measured, not in hours per week, but hours per year!And you
can forget about spraying all those chemicals around your yard, too. For the most part, they do
more damage than good. Take pesticides. The vast majority of insects in your yard are useful or,
at worst, benign, yet they get killed off along with the pests. When this happens, nesting
songbirds lose an important protein source, or they ingest the poison along with their lunch. And
we've only recently begun to discover the damage these chemicals are doing to us–affecting our
endocrine, immune, and reproductive systems. Fact is, natural controls (predator insects and
plant diversity) do a great job of controlling infestations of pests and disease. They've been
doing it for millennia.Native, natural landscapes are safe havens for hosts of desirable wildlife,
from songbirds to butterflies to colorful lizards. The Howie home in Rockport displays a Texas
Wildscape sign, announcing to visitors that the landscape is chemical free and a great place to
nest and feed. Of course, the wildlife don't need the sign. They know instantly that this place is
friendly–and sadly, all too rare. (See Sources for information on how to take part in the Texas
Wildscape Program.)My personal favorite reason for going native and natural is wildlife. Let's
face it, we've been destroying habitats for decades, what with all our highways and shopping
malls and housing developments. Migratory routes are disturbed as nesting and feeding sites
disappear beneath bulldozer blades. But when you devote even a portion of your property to
natural landscaping, you create a safe haven for a wide array of wildlife–bumblebees,
hummingbirds and butterflies. My particular favorites are the cardinals that cavort outside my
office window, and the anoles that scamper up and down the screen, the males stopping every
so often to puff out their wonderful pink throat sacs.In these pages, we hope you will experience,
as we did, the exhilaration of seeing natives being used in so many creative ways. And, if you
haven't done so already, you'll be inspired to design your own native landscape. No matter
where in this state you live, there is a broad and colorful palette of natives available for you. A
growing roster of landscape designers and architects are now working with natives and can help
you create a beautiful, low-maintenance, environmentally friendly garden for your home.But be



warned: Once you become a native gardener, there is no turning back. You will become
enthusiastic–even passionate–about natives. You will want to tell family and friends, you'll carry
snapshots of your garden in your wallet or purse, and you'll want to make converts. We speak
from experience.Sally WasowskiINTRODUCTIONWhat a difference a few years can make!
When our book Native Texas Plants: Landscaping Region by Region came out in 1988, things
were very different. The idea of using native plants was only beginning to establish a precarious
toehold in Texas. The Native Plant Society of Texas (NPSOT) was just a few years old and had
six chapters. Conventional nurseries carried, at best, a limited selection of natives–mostly shade
trees–and there were a mere handful of nurseries around the state that actually specialized in
indigenous flora–at least 50 percent of their inventory was native. Landscape designers who
knew and worked with natives were few and far between, while landscape architects who
worked with natives were as rare as liberals in Corsicana.The whole idea of using natives was so
new back then that when we set out to find native residential landscapes to photograph for that
book we found that we'd embarked on an often frustrating quest filled with many dead ends and
disappointments.Since our first book came out in 1988, we've seen the appearance of several
new commercial growers, supplying the many nurseries now carrying native plants. Here,
Dorothy Baird Matizza, owner of Gunsight Mountain Ranch and Nursery in Tarpley, tends a crop
of baby madrones.BUT LOOK AT US NOWWe wish we could say that, today, you see native
landscapes in every residential block. We haven't yet reached that level of awareness and
acceptance, but we're definitely moving in the right direction. NPSOT has grown and now boasts
28 chapters all over the state (no doubt even more by the time this book hits the bookstores). Its
newsletter has become a respected journal filled with excellent articles on plants and
landscaping information, and NPSOT's annual convention attracts some of the leading
botanists, horticulturists, and landscape designers in Texas, not to mention a large number of lay
gardeners who have discovered natives and want to learn more.As of this writing, our state has
over 60 native plant nurseries, and it seems that a new one joins the list every day. (See Source
List) As for those conventional neighborhood nurseries–they're now stocking far more natives
than ever before, from understory trees to ground covers. And they're doing this, not to be
pioneers or trendsetters, but for the most basic reason of all: their customers are asking for
natives. Just as vital to the native plant movement is the appearance of numerous commercial
growers, without whom those nurseries could not supply the expanding public
demand.Gardening magazines–from Texas Gardener and Neil Sperry's Gardens to national
publications such as Fine Gardening, National Gardening, and American Gardener–almost
always have at least one article on natives. And when folks call in to those radio gardening
programs these days, their questions often deal with native plants, rather than just questions on
how to raise bigger and better tomatoes or how to cope with doodle bugs.Garden clubs,
longtime bastions of traditional gardening, are today very open to the idea of having more
environmentally friendly landscapes–and that means natives. That old white-gloves-and-teacups
image is rapidly disappearing. We've given many talks to these organizations and have always



found friendly and receptive audiences.SO WHAT'S WITH ALL THIS BACKLASH?If you want a
sure indicator of how far the native plant movement has progressed, consider the amount of
flack native plant growers have been taking lately. It's one of life's little truisms: When you are
insignificant, nobody pays you any mind. But start to get popular, start making inroads into areas
that had long been someone else's domain, and you soon have people taking potshots at you.
Some come from nursery owners–happily just a few–who express pretty strong anti-native
sentiments. One nurseryman we spoke to conceded that natives are indeed hearty, but he took
that to mean that "If everyone started using natives, I'd go out of business!" And while his
comment might make you smile, we must also remember that he is not unique. We've even run
across a few that give out misleading or wildly erroneous "information" on natives. We suspect
that in most cases it's just easier to put natives down than learn a new plant palette.Often,
negative attitudes can be attributed to misinformation and simple misunderstanding. This seems
to happen whenever someone is confronted with a new concept. When our Pleistocene
ancestors first saw an eclipse, they were convinced that the end of the world was at hand. And
when the first automobiles came on the scene, some people–including scientists–actually
believed that the human body would disintegrate if it were subjected to speeds over 30 miles per
hour.Because gardening with native plants is a relatively new concept, misconceptions abound.
Consider two different homeowners who decide to give natives a try. They each go out and buy
a healthy Texas native plant–but only one. When most people first get into natives they do it the
way they'd get into a cold lake ... veeeery slooooowly! Homeowner # 1 buys a plant that is
native, all right–but to a very different part of the state. Remember, Texas has many diverse
regions, ranging from very dry to very wet, from acid soil to alkaline, from sand to gumbo.
Believing that a native is a native is a native, Homeowner # 1 soon sees his once-healthy plant
succumb to its new and alien surroundings.Homeowner # 2 makes another common mistake:
While she buys a native that is area-appropriate, she then installs it among the other nonnative
plants, all of which require a very different watering regimen. If this particular native plant is
accustomed to arid surroundings and exists quite well on whatever rainfall it gets, it drowns in all
that extra water. This happens to cenizo and evergreen sumac all the time. Meanwhile, both
homeowners have seen their natives "fail" and are now convinced that native plants are wildly
overrated!But it's not just laypeople who can miss the mark with natives. Speaking at an
arboretum function a few years ago, a prominent landscape architect told his audience that
natives are "just a passing fad," and, anyway, no one could really be successful with natives
unless they lived on "at least two acres." A professor of horticulture, writing in a magazine,
described natural landscapes as "messy and unkempt." A nationally known garden writer once
expressed the odd notion that in order to use natives one had to be willing to "live like a bear in
the wilderness," while yet another wrote–in the New York Times, no less!– that "the natural
garden movement has all but seized control of official taste in this country." Right! The way
General Custer seized control of the Sioux nation! And then there are the two German garden
historians who connected the pre-World War II natural gardening movement in their country with



"nationalistic and racist ideas." You just don't know whether to laugh or cry when you hear such
cockamamie ideas.A well-known landscape architect once pontificated that in order to use
native plants successfully, one "had to live on at least two acres." This in-town home in
Fredrickburg sits on far less, yet displays seasonal wildflowers in a landscape that is beautiful,
ever-changing, drought-tolerant, and reflects its Hill Country surroundings.The biggest indication
to us that the native plant movement is strong and moving in the right direction came when we
began work on this sequel. Unlike those years when we were working on Native Texas Plants,
we now had no trouble at all finding a wide and varied selection of native landscapes–not just
residential, but companies and schools, too. The difficulty came, not just from deciding which
gardens would make it onto these pages, but which photos of these gardens would make the
cut; often we had three or four times as many pictures as space (and the publisher's budget)
would allow. The gardens that did not get selected were often no less deserving than the ones
that did, but we were faced with regional redundancies. For example, we found an over
abundance of riches in and around Austin, where natives have long found favor, and we
reluctantly had to drop some gardens that were well-thought-out, beautifully designed, and
colorfully exciting.LET'S GET BACK TO BASICSWe made an interesting discovery while
working on this book: As enthusiastic as many folks seem to be on the subject of natives, we
encountered on more than a few occasions "native" gardens that were not native at all. One
gentleman was tickled to death to show us his garden. "I have your book," he said, "and I think
natives are great! I'm using quite a few in my backyard." Then he insisted on giving us the grand
tour. There wasn't a single native plant in sight. Rather than embarrass him, we complimented
him on his garden (it was laid out well) and retreated back to our van. Clearly, he thought he was
doing it right. And, in truth, many of his plants were pretty well adapted to his area's growing
conditions, although a number of others were well wide of the mark, and were native to the Far
East and Central America.It became obvious that even among native enthusiasts there is still a
bit of confusion as to what constitutes a true native plant. So let's clear that up right away.When
Andy and I speak before various groups, I am often introduced as a "native" Texan. After all, I
was born here, I am third-generation Texan, and if that isn't enough, my birthday is March 2,
Texas Independence Day (never mind what year!). But, botanically speaking, I don't begin to
qualify.A true native plant (tree, shrub, grass, wildflower, groundcover or vine) is one that has
grown in a particular area without having been brought there by humans, never had its genetics
tampered with by humans, and can survive very nicely without any help from us. After all, it's
been doing that for many thousands of years. Many natives even go back to before the last Ice
Age. And what were those plants doing all that time? Learning to live with the unique weather
and soil conditions of their area. The plants also learned to grow in harmony with other plants
native to that area and became a reliable source of food and/or shelter for the indigenous
wildlife.This roadside ditch in central Texas clearly demonstrates that native plants do best when
they are matched to the kind of soil, drainage, and other growing conditions that they prefer.
Note how the wild onion, which can tolerate seasonal poor drainage, is at the bottom of the



ditch. The wildflowers, Indian blanket, goldenwave, Engelmann daisy, and prairie verbena, like
better drainage and have established themselves on the slopes, while the plants that are most
drought tolerant, such as escarpment live oak, are at the very top.Of course, almost any plant
that you find in your nursery is a native somewhere–just not where they are being sold and used.
They come from other parts of the country and even from other parts of the planet–South
America, Africa, the Far East, and so on. The exceptions are those that have been so hybridized
and rehybridized over the years that no vestige remains of their original genetic vigor. Tea roses
are good examples. Like over-bred, over-pedigreed show dogs, these cultivars can no longer
exist on their own as their ancestors did.WELL-ADAPTED IS A TWO-EDGED SWORDDoes a
plant have to be a native to work in your garden? What's wrong with using ·an alien plant that is
well adapted to your growing conditions? In some cases, not a thing. In others cases, quite a bit.
Sara Stein (Noah's Garden) told us that the native dogwoods around her home in Pound Ridge,
New York, are being replaced in home landscapes by a dogwood from China. The Chinese tree
is well-adapted to that part of the country, attractive, and is doing very well in the nursery trade.
But here's the problem: While the fruits of native dogwood are eaten by the native birds, the
fruits of the Chinese dogwood are too large to be eaten by them. In China, in their own native
habitat, they're eaten by monkeys. Last time we checked, there are very few monkeys running
wild in New York state, but lots of birds that are losing a major source of food.Another risk we run
with well-adapted aliens is that, here in their new home, these foreigners do not have the natural
controls (insects, browsing and grazing herbivores, etc.) that exist in their native habitats. As a
result, they can run wild here, like kids at Granny's house. The eucalyptus tree in California is a
classic example. Many Californians think it is a native; after all, it's been around for over a
century. In truth, this Australian import is taking over and crowding out the natives. It is also
creating monocultures–unnatural habitats where little else grows with it–including wildlife. Other
examples around the country are Russian olive, Norway maple, and, of course, kudzu, which
now blankets the South and is actually spreading north. Originally brought here from Africa to be
used for erosion control, kudzu soon proved to be a rampant pest. Today, many state highway
departments, working with various federal agencies, are still growing and planting highly
invasive non-natives, such as autumn olive and a hybrid knotweed.Closer to home, well-adapted
aliens we can do without include Japanese honeysuckle, privet, tamarisk along the Red River,
and Chinese tallow, which is threatening to take over the Texas coastal areas.Chosen carefully,
some naturalized plants (crape myrtle, bearded iris, lantana, bird-of-paradise) can be a welcome
addition to a garden, and can co-exist harmoniously with the natives. The only times it really
makes no sense to introduce alien plants is when you already have an established indigenous
landscape, such as when you build a home on undisturbed natural land (See The Building
Envelope chapter) or when you are restoring an indigenous landscape.THE NATIVE LOOKIn
these pages, you will see that there are as many native looks as there are gardeners to create
them. The idea that using natives stifles creativity is totally erroneous. Rather than limiting your
possibilities, native plants present you with greater flexibility and more options. And more



options means getting away from that numbing sameness of traditionally landscaped
neighborhoods.Let's be honest. The typical middle-class residential landscape is boring! It is a
clone of the landscapes on either side and across the street. You know the look: Lawn,
boxhedge, and gaudy annuals lined up in rows or encircling some trash tree that the developer
put in. Moreover, if you travel around the U.S., you discover that this same landscape exists in
neighborhoods from New Jersey to California, from Texas to Wisconsin. Look at the photos on
the facing page. They were taken in five different states. Can you tell what part of the country–
never mind what state–they were taken in? There's just no sense of place, no regional
identity.Our home landscapes all look alike, not just in Texas, but everywhere. All sense of place
is missing. All over the country, our landscapes rely on the same basic plant materials and are
laid out in the same manicured-lawn, trimmed-hedges format. And the regional native plants are
almost always ignored. Only one of these homes is in Texas. The others are in Maryland,
California, Iowa, and Illinois. Can you tell which is which? Didn't think so.Rarely can you find
more than five, six, or seven plant species in these landscapes, and these tend to be the same
old nursery standards you see over and over again. Sameness and limited species are two good
ways to define boring.Now consider that there are over 5,000 native species in Texas (our state
has more than any other, except for California), and hundreds of plants that are indigenous to
where you live. That hardly sounds confining.AND NOW THE REST OF THE STORY...There's
much more to going native and more natural than having a sense of place. For one thing–and
this is what really hooks a lot of people into native landscaping–you greatly reduce the amount of
work you normally devote to your landscape. Even if you want a fairly conventional looking
landscape, by using native buffalograss instead of bermudagrass, fescue, or St. Augustine, you'll
be doing far less mowing and a whole lot less watering. Flowers and shrubs that are indigenous
to your area will thrive on minimal upkeep. If you go completely natural, you may find, as we did,
that yearly maintenance can be measured, not in hours per week, but hours per year!And you
can forget about spraying all those chemicals around your yard, too. For the most part, they do
more damage than good. Take pesticides. The vast majority of insects in your yard are useful or,
at worst, benign, yet they get killed off along with the pests. When this happens, nesting
songbirds lose an important protein source, or they ingest the poison along with their lunch. And
we've only recently begun to discover the damage these chemicals are doing to us–affecting our
endocrine, immune, and reproductive systems. Fact is, natural controls (predator insects and
plant diversity) do a great job of controlling infestations of pests and disease. They've been
doing it for millennia.Native, natural landscapes are safe havens for hosts of desirable wildlife,
from songbirds to butterflies to colorful lizards. The Howie home in Rockport displays a Texas
Wildscape sign, announcing to visitors that the landscape is chemical free and a great place to
nest and feed. Of course, the wildlife don't need the sign. They know instantly that this place is
friendly–and sadly, all too rare. (See Sources for information on how to take part in the Texas
Wildscape Program.)My personal favorite reason for going native and natural is wildlife. Let's
face it, we've been destroying habitats for decades, what with all our highways and shopping



malls and housing developments. Migratory routes are disturbed as nesting and feeding sites
disappear beneath bulldozer blades. But when you devote even a portion of your property to
natural landscaping, you create a safe haven for a wide array of wildlife–bumblebees,
hummingbirds and butterflies. My particular favorites are the cardinals that cavort outside my
office window, and the anoles that scamper up and down the screen, the males stopping every
so often to puff out their wonderful pink throat sacs.In these pages, we hope you will experience,
as we did, the exhilaration of seeing natives being used in so many creative ways. And, if you
haven't done so already, you'll be inspired to design your own native landscape. No matter
where in this state you live, there is a broad and colorful palette of natives available for you. A
growing roster of landscape designers and architects are now working with natives and can help
you create a beautiful, low-maintenance, environmentally friendly garden for your home.But be
warned: Once you become a native gardener, there is no turning back. You will become
enthusiastic–even passionate–about natives. You will want to tell family and friends, you'll carry
snapshots of your garden in your wallet or purse, and you'll want to make converts. We speak
from experience.Sally WasowskiNATIVE DESIGNTHREE KINDS OF NATIVE
LANDSCAPESMore than a few people have indicated to us over the years that they thought
using native plants would limit their landscaping possibilities. Somehow, they got the mistaken
idea that if one went native, it had to be an all or nothing proposition. Naturally, they were
reluctant to give up some old favorites. Moreover, a number of these homeowners believed that
a native landscape had to be wild and untamed-a look they and/ or their neighbors would not be
comfortable having on display.In Native Texas Plants we demonstrated that there is a wealth of
beautiful native plant materials. In this book, we will show that there are also countless
landscape styles to fit every taste, home, and region.In this chapter, we'll look at three basic
styles we call native traditional, naturalistic, and natural habitat. But as with all attempts to put
things into neat little categories, exceptions and variations and combinations abound.THE
NATIVE TRADITIONAL LANDSCAPEIn Texas and the Southwest, two European nonnative
schools of landscaping exist-the Spanish tradition and the North European tradition usually
referred to as Anglo.Beginning in the 1600s, the Spanish-speaking settlers brought their
Moorish-influenced gardening designs to Texas. Typically, in this style, the living space of the
house extends into courtyards. Instead of high-water-use lawns, the open areas are paved or
tiled patios. Drama is achieved by juxtaposing brilliant sunlight with cool dark shade. Plant
materials have always been a mixture of natives as well as Mediterranean flowers, fruits, herbs,
and trees. This style ought to be used more often.In the late 1800s, Anglo-speaking settlers
brought to Texas the then new American style of landscape exemplified by lawn, foundation
planting, and specimen shade tree. Except for the shade tree, this landscaping style is usually
composed of nonnative plant materials better suited to climates with cooler summers and higher
rainfall and humidity.This, the less adaptive tradition, is the one that dominates our
neighborhoods and businesses. One solution to this wasteful style of gardening is to substitute
native plants, either partly or entirely, for the usual nonnative palette. For example, instead of



bermudagrass or St. Augustine, one might use buffalograss; instead of impatiens, daffodils, and
begonias, employ native senecio, winecups, and coreopsis. Because such a landscape is
healthier, it can generally be maintained free of pesticides, herbicides, and synthetic fertilizers.
This new landscape we call the native traditional landscape.The Spanish traditional landscape
is an outdoor room. Meredith McClain's Spanish-style courtyard in Lubbock has no lawn but
there are both warm and cool places to sit. Intense sunshine at the living room door backlights
Mediterranean fig leaves, while an arbor covered with native grape vine and a chinquapin oak
casts deep shade over the courtyard door. Through that doorway, the feeling of a sunny desert
scrub landscape has been created with native prickly pear and a South American yellow bird of
paradise.The Anglo traditional landscape is composed of lawn, hedge, and shade tree. The Tom
Devine landscape in Austin, designed by Bill O'Brien of Greatest Scapes, Inc., may look
traditional, but something very different is going on here. The lawn is native buffalograss "609,"
and many of the shrubs and ornamental trees are also native to Texas.Native traditional
landscapes fit in with the neighbors, but are more in tune with the laws of nature. They often
minimize lawn areas while emphasizing perennial flower beds and other planted areas. In front
of Margaret and Richard Nakamura's recently built house, the lawn is merely a wide path leading
to the back garden. Newly planted, these low-growing flowers will soon fill in the generous bed
near the street. Taller flowering plants soften the foundation of the house. The landscape was
designed by Sheryl McLaughlin at Native Sun Nursery, Austin. Early April.Native traditional
landscapes are kind to wildlife. The Nakamura backyard is also a lovely mixture of broad grass
paths and well-defined flower beds, but the pond falls into the category we would call
naturalistic, because with its native boulders and planting pockets, it seeks to mimic a natural
rocky spring. The colorful flowers, a mixture of natives and nonnatives, provide nectar for
butterflies and hummingbirds. The recirculated water is welcomed by birds and other small
creatures. September.Native traditional landscapes are long-lived and easy to maintain. You
may recall the Garland landscape of Connie and Glenn Suhren from Native Texas Plants. This
photo was taken eight years later. Neighbors notice their landscape because it is attractive, not
"different." But, in fact, it is different. Virtually everything in sight is native. The buffalo grass lmyn
has proven to be a labor-saving, water-saving feature, while the rest of the native plants have
thrived and grown even more lush.THE NATURALISTIC LANDSCAPEThe naturalistic
landscape differs from a traditional, conventional landscape because it goes for a more relaxed,
natural look. Severe pruning of trees and shrubs is rejected in favor of softer, more natural
shapes. Open areas are more likely to be meadows and not lawns. But the naturalistic
landscape can't be confused with a totally natural setting, because the plant materials are not all
indigenous to the site. Naturalistic gardens can be completely nonnative, or a combination of
native and nonnative plants. The nonnative plants might be native to other parts of Texas or
native to completely different continents, but an attempt is made to choose plants that are well-
adapted and to plant them in zones according to water use.A mixture of native woodland flowers
and understory trees from all parts of Texas creates a colorful shady flower garden under a



preserved canopy of post oaks and cedar elms in landscape designer Molly Hollar's garden in
Arlington. Although not all the plants are native to Arlington's post oak woodland, all can survive
with little or no supplemental water, and they recreate the feeling of a dynamic mature native
understory.Molly's lakeside garden, at the back of her home, used to be a lawn. Now a rough
patch of buffalograss dotted with short prairie flowers still allows a view of the lake. Native Texas
deciduous trees are used for screening from the neighbors. The style looks like a native
landscape, but only about half the plants are actually native to Arlington, making this a
naturalistic landscape.Another naturalistic garden, belonging to George Street in San Antonio,
recreates the feeling of a natural palm grove, a nearly extinct habitat found in the lower Rio
Grande Valley. It is not a revegetation project, that is, an actual copy, because this garden is
located some 270 miles north in San Antonio. Here, it has to be watered because it is not in a
floodplain. Also, not all the plant material is native to Texas. Still, it celebrates and captures the
romance of a Texas palm grove.NATURAL HABITAT LANDSCAPEUnlike the naturalistic
landscape, the natural habitat landscape is totally indigenous-that is, the plants are all native to
that area. This landscape can be either recreated or original to the site, but, in either case, it is a
functioning eco-system that supports wildlife and can exist without any meddling from us.
Upkeep is minimal, and is usually restricted to digging out the occasional bird-planted alien and
a bit of cosmetic pruning-just enough to create a garden. This style is the most friendly to
wildlife, giving them back some of their natural habitats that development has erased.Renowned
botanist Dr. Marshall Johnston leaves nature alone as much as possible while also creating a
setting for sitting or strolling. The view from the deck is pure Texas Hill Country. While this style
ought to be entirely native, this is a challenge because so much of our land has been damaged
by plowing, grazing, construction, and the invasion of nonnative plants. Johnston is slowly
restoring the native landscape by removing the introduced plants that were not part of the
natural habitat, creating brush piles for wildlife, and planting native species that are the most
likely to have been indigenous to this site.The building envelope is a building technique that
produces a native landscape in the simplest way possible-by preserving it. This naturally
wooded lot in Arlington was all native post oak woods. The house, belonging to Kevin Kennison
and Cindy Hollar, was built within the woods. The enthusiasm and understanding of the
architect, Ken Schaumburg, and the builder, Dan Driscoll, made this envelope project possible. I
helped site the house and marked trees and other plants to be dug up before building began
and transplanted later in the areas right around the house that might need to be
revegetated.This front entrance view of the Kennison/Hollar home shows some of the
understory trees and ground covers that were rescued from the building site and replanted along
the entrance walk and between the house and driveway where not everything could be saved.
Hinckley columbine and inland sea oats were also added. This part of the landscape was
designed by Cindy's mom, Molly Hollar.YOU CAN HAVE IT ALLThe Finfrock's front yard looks
traditional and fits into the neighborhood, but it is composed mostly of native plants. It features
beds around the house and along the side yard that are filled with wild red columbine from the



Hill Country along with native asters and other flowers that were preserved during construction.It
is possible to mix styles. When David and Sherry Finfrock built their home in Arlington, they kept
the woods in the backyard intact except for removing poison ivy and greenbriar. David, the chief
meteorologist for KXAS-TV, has since added indigenous woodland species and a few nonnative
flowers such as yellow columbine native to west Texas and the naturalized pink oxalis from
Brazil, creating a naturalistic woodland garden. A small patio and mulched paths give access to
the garden that is alive with birds. Late April.NATIVE DESIGNTHREE KINDS OF NATIVE
LANDSCAPESMore than a few people have indicated to us over the years that they thought
using native plants would limit their landscaping possibilities. Somehow, they got the mistaken
idea that if one went native, it had to be an all or nothing proposition. Naturally, they were
reluctant to give up some old favorites. Moreover, a number of these homeowners believed that
a native landscape had to be wild and untamed-a look they and/ or their neighbors would not be
comfortable having on display.In Native Texas Plants we demonstrated that there is a wealth of
beautiful native plant materials. In this book, we will show that there are also countless
landscape styles to fit every taste, home, and region.In this chapter, we'll look at three basic
styles we call native traditional, naturalistic, and natural habitat. But as with all attempts to put
things into neat little categories, exceptions and variations and combinations abound.THE
NATIVE TRADITIONAL LANDSCAPEIn Texas and the Southwest, two European nonnative
schools of landscaping exist-the Spanish tradition and the North European tradition usually
referred to as Anglo.Beginning in the 1600s, the Spanish-speaking settlers brought their
Moorish-influenced gardening designs to Texas. Typically, in this style, the living space of the
house extends into courtyards. Instead of high-water-use lawns, the open areas are paved or
tiled patios. Drama is achieved by juxtaposing brilliant sunlight with cool dark shade. Plant
materials have always been a mixture of natives as well as Mediterranean flowers, fruits, herbs,
and trees. This style ought to be used more often.In the late 1800s, Anglo-speaking settlers
brought to Texas the then new American style of landscape exemplified by lawn, foundation
planting, and specimen shade tree. Except for the shade tree, this landscaping style is usually
composed of nonnative plant materials better suited to climates with cooler summers and higher
rainfall and humidity.NATIVE DESIGNTHREE KINDS OF NATIVE LANDSCAPESMore than a
few people have indicated to us over the years that they thought using native plants would limit
their landscaping possibilities. Somehow, they got the mistaken idea that if one went native, it
had to be an all or nothing proposition. Naturally, they were reluctant to give up some old
favorites. Moreover, a number of these homeowners believed that a native landscape had to be
wild and untamed-a look they and/ or their neighbors would not be comfortable having on
display.In Native Texas Plants we demonstrated that there is a wealth of beautiful native plant
materials. In this book, we will show that there are also countless landscape styles to fit every
taste, home, and region.In this chapter, we'll look at three basic styles we call native traditional,
naturalistic, and natural habitat. But as with all attempts to put things into neat little categories,
exceptions and variations and combinations abound.THE NATIVE TRADITIONAL



LANDSCAPEIn Texas and the Southwest, two European nonnative schools of landscaping exist-
the Spanish tradition and the North European tradition usually referred to as Anglo.Beginning in
the 1600s, the Spanish-speaking settlers brought their Moorish-influenced gardening designs to
Texas. Typically, in this style, the living space of the house extends into courtyards. Instead of
high-water-use lawns, the open areas are paved or tiled patios. Drama is achieved by
juxtaposing brilliant sunlight with cool dark shade. Plant materials have always been a mixture of
natives as well as Mediterranean flowers, fruits, herbs, and trees. This style ought to be used
more often.In the late 1800s, Anglo-speaking settlers brought to Texas the then new American
style of landscape exemplified by lawn, foundation planting, and specimen shade tree. Except
for the shade tree, this landscaping style is usually composed of nonnative plant materials better
suited to climates with cooler summers and higher rainfall and humidity.This, the less adaptive
tradition, is the one that dominates our neighborhoods and businesses. One solution to this
wasteful style of gardening is to substitute native plants, either partly or entirely, for the usual
nonnative palette. For example, instead of bermudagrass or St. Augustine, one might use
buffalograss; instead of impatiens, daffodils, and begonias, employ native senecio, winecups,
and coreopsis. Because such a landscape is healthier, it can generally be maintained free of
pesticides, herbicides, and synthetic fertilizers. This new landscape we call the native traditional
landscape.The Spanish traditional landscape is an outdoor room. Meredith McClain's Spanish-
style courtyard in Lubbock has no lawn but there are both warm and cool places to sit. Intense
sunshine at the living room door backlights Mediterranean fig leaves, while an arbor covered
with native grape vine and a chinquapin oak casts deep shade over the courtyard door. Through
that doorway, the feeling of a sunny desert scrub landscape has been created with native prickly
pear and a South American yellow bird of paradise.The Anglo traditional landscape is
composed of lawn, hedge, and shade tree. The Tom Devine landscape in Austin, designed by
Bill O'Brien of Greatest Scapes, Inc., may look traditional, but something very different is going
on here. The lawn is native buffalograss "609," and many of the shrubs and ornamental trees are
also native to Texas.Native traditional landscapes fit in with the neighbors, but are more in tune
with the laws of nature. They often minimize lawn areas while emphasizing perennial flower beds
and other planted areas. In front of Margaret and Richard Nakamura's recently built house, the
lawn is merely a wide path leading to the back garden. Newly planted, these low-growing flowers
will soon fill in the generous bed near the street. Taller flowering plants soften the foundation of
the house. The landscape was designed by Sheryl McLaughlin at Native Sun Nursery, Austin.
Early April.Native traditional landscapes are kind to wildlife. The Nakamura backyard is also a
lovely mixture of broad grass paths and well-defined flower beds, but the pond falls into the
category we would call naturalistic, because with its native boulders and planting pockets, it
seeks to mimic a natural rocky spring. The colorful flowers, a mixture of natives and nonnatives,
provide nectar for butterflies and hummingbirds. The recirculated water is welcomed by birds
and other small creatures. September.Native traditional landscapes are long-lived and easy to
maintain. You may recall the Garland landscape of Connie and Glenn Suhren from Native Texas



Plants. This photo was taken eight years later. Neighbors notice their landscape because it is
attractive, not "different." But, in fact, it is different. Virtually everything in sight is native. The
buffalo grass lmyn has proven to be a labor-saving, water-saving feature, while the rest of the
native plants have thrived and grown even more lush.THE NATURALISTIC LANDSCAPEThe
naturalistic landscape differs from a traditional, conventional landscape because it goes for a
more relaxed, natural look. Severe pruning of trees and shrubs is rejected in favor of softer, more
natural shapes. Open areas are more likely to be meadows and not lawns. But the naturalistic
landscape can't be confused with a totally natural setting, because the plant materials are not all
indigenous to the site. Naturalistic gardens can be completely nonnative, or a combination of
native and nonnative plants. The nonnative plants might be native to other parts of Texas or
native to completely different continents, but an attempt is made to choose plants that are well-
adapted and to plant them in zones according to water use.A mixture of native woodland flowers
and understory trees from all parts of Texas creates a colorful shady flower garden under a
preserved canopy of post oaks and cedar elms in landscape designer Molly Hollar's garden in
Arlington. Although not all the plants are native to Arlington's post oak woodland, all can survive
with little or no supplemental water, and they recreate the feeling of a dynamic mature native
understory.Molly's lakeside garden, at the back of her home, used to be a lawn. Now a rough
patch of buffalograss dotted with short prairie flowers still allows a view of the lake. Native Texas
deciduous trees are used for screening from the neighbors. The style looks like a native
landscape, but only about half the plants are actually native to Arlington, making this a
naturalistic landscape.Another naturalistic garden, belonging to George Street in San Antonio,
recreates the feeling of a natural palm grove, a nearly extinct habitat found in the lower Rio
Grande Valley. It is not a revegetation project, that is, an actual copy, because this garden is
located some 270 miles north in San Antonio. Here, it has to be watered because it is not in a
floodplain. Also, not all the plant material is native to Texas. Still, it celebrates and captures the
romance of a Texas palm grove.NATURAL HABITAT LANDSCAPEUnlike the naturalistic
landscape, the natural habitat landscape is totally indigenous-that is, the plants are all native to
that area. This landscape can be either recreated or original to the site, but, in either case, it is a
functioning eco-system that supports wildlife and can exist without any meddling from us.
Upkeep is minimal, and is usually restricted to digging out the occasional bird-planted alien and
a bit of cosmetic pruning-just enough to create a garden. This style is the most friendly to
wildlife, giving them back some of their natural habitats that development has erased.Renowned
botanist Dr. Marshall Johnston leaves nature alone as much as possible while also creating a
setting for sitting or strolling. The view from the deck is pure Texas Hill Country. While this style
ought to be entirely native, this is a challenge because so much of our land has been damaged
by plowing, grazing, construction, and the invasion of nonnative plants. Johnston is slowly
restoring the native landscape by removing the introduced plants that were not part of the
natural habitat, creating brush piles for wildlife, and planting native species that are the most
likely to have been indigenous to this site.The building envelope is a building technique that



produces a native landscape in the simplest way possible-by preserving it. This naturally
wooded lot in Arlington was all native post oak woods. The house, belonging to Kevin Kennison
and Cindy Hollar, was built within the woods. The enthusiasm and understanding of the
architect, Ken Schaumburg, and the builder, Dan Driscoll, made this envelope project possible. I
helped site the house and marked trees and other plants to be dug up before building began
and transplanted later in the areas right around the house that might need to be
revegetated.This front entrance view of the Kennison/Hollar home shows some of the
understory trees and ground covers that were rescued from the building site and replanted along
the entrance walk and between the house and driveway where not everything could be saved.
Hinckley columbine and inland sea oats were also added. This part of the landscape was
designed by Cindy's mom, Molly Hollar.YOU CAN HAVE IT ALLThe Finfrock's front yard looks
traditional and fits into the neighborhood, but it is composed mostly of native plants. It features
beds around the house and along the side yard that are filled with wild red columbine from the
Hill Country along with native asters and other flowers that were preserved during construction.It
is possible to mix styles. When David and Sherry Finfrock built their home in Arlington, they kept
the woods in the backyard intact except for removing poison ivy and greenbriar. David, the chief
meteorologist for KXAS-TV, has since added indigenous woodland species and a few nonnative
flowers such as yellow columbine native to west Texas and the naturalized pink oxalis from
Brazil, creating a naturalistic woodland garden. A small patio and mulched paths give access to
the garden that is alive with birds. Late April.CONVERSIONWe're all familiar with before-and-
after pictures. Usually we associate them with ads for diet centers and toupee makers. Now
we're going to see a home landscape in Burleson the way it looked before and after its
conversion from a conventional to a native landscape. The idea is to get you thinking about how
boring your own conventional landscape may look in comparison to how exciting it could be.
Many people remake their landscapes all at once. But if this seems daunting to you, realize that
conversion can be done a little bit at a time. It will be easier on your back and your pocketbook,
and it will give your conventionally landscaped neighbors a chance to get used to your new
look.JUDY SLOAN HOMEBurlesonDesign by Sally WasowskiBefore: The front corner of the
Sloan house as it appeared before the new gardens were designed and installed.After: The
same front corner as installed by Bill Neiman (Native American Seed). The yellow daisies of
lanceleaf coreopsis, pink evening primrose, and the European oxeye daisy dominate the scene
at this time of year. April.Before: The back patio had a view of the horse pastures but was
otherwise uninteresting.After: The back patio is now encircled with flowers. Mealy blue sage is in
the sun and Hinckley columbine and wood fern enjoy the shade of the escarpment live oak and
the extra rain that washes off the patio. April.SUSAN BATTERBEE HOMEDallasDesign by
landscape architects Michael Parkey and Linda SmithThis small suburban backyard was once a
conventional lawn. Now there is a small new lawn of buffalograss, roughly cut and watered twice
a year. It has gone dormant, giving an autumn country look. Springing from it are the see-through
white bracts of snow-on-the-prairie. Owner Susan Batterbee collected the seed for this annual



from her grandfather's property in Terrell and let it self-sow both here in the foreground and
behind the deck. The bed surrounding the deck contains pink-flowered rockrose, possumhaw,
the silver spires of Lindheimer muhly, a desert willow, and a large cedar elm. Early
October.CONVERSIONWe're all familiar with before-and-after pictures. Usually we associate
them with ads for diet centers and toupee makers. Now we're going to see a home landscape in
Burleson the way it looked before and after its conversion from a conventional to a native
landscape. The idea is to get you thinking about how boring your own conventional landscape
may look in comparison to how exciting it could be. Many people remake their landscapes all at
once. But if this seems daunting to you, realize that conversion can be done a little bit at a time. It
will be easier on your back and your pocketbook, and it will give your conventionally landscaped
neighbors a chance to get used to your new look.JUDY SLOAN HOMEBurlesonDesign by Sally
WasowskiBefore: The front corner of the Sloan house as it appeared before the new gardens
were designed and installed.After: The same front corner as installed by Bill Neiman (Native
American Seed). The yellow daisies of lanceleaf coreopsis, pink evening primrose, and the
European oxeye daisy dominate the scene at this time of year. April.CONVERSIONWe're all
familiar with before-and-after pictures. Usually we associate them with ads for diet centers and
toupee makers. Now we're going to see a home landscape in Burleson the way it looked before
and after its conversion from a conventional to a native landscape. The idea is to get you
thinking about how boring your own conventional landscape may look in comparison to how
exciting it could be. Many people remake their landscapes all at once. But if this seems daunting
to you, realize that conversion can be done a little bit at a time. It will be easier on your back and
your pocketbook, and it will give your conventionally landscaped neighbors a chance to get used
to your new look.JUDY SLOAN HOMEBurlesonDesign by Sally WasowskiBefore: The front
corner of the Sloan house as it appeared before the new gardens were designed and
installed.After: The same front corner as installed by Bill Neiman (Native American Seed). The
yellow daisies of lanceleaf coreopsis, pink evening primrose, and the European oxeye daisy
dominate the scene at this time of year. April.Before: The back patio had a view of the horse
pastures but was otherwise uninteresting.After: The back patio is now encircled with flowers.
Mealy blue sage is in the sun and Hinckley columbine and wood fern enjoy the shade of the
escarpment live oak and the extra rain that washes off the patio. April.SUSAN BATTERBEE
HOMEDallasDesign by landscape architects Michael Parkey and Linda SmithThis small
suburban backyard was once a conventional lawn. Now there is a small new lawn of
buffalograss, roughly cut and watered twice a year. It has gone dormant, giving an autumn
country look. Springing from it are the see-through white bracts of snow-on-the-prairie. Owner
Susan Batterbee collected the seed for this annual from her grandfather's property in Terrell and
let it self-sow both here in the foreground and behind the deck. The bed surrounding the deck
contains pink-flowered rockrose, possumhaw, the silver spires of Lindheimer muhly, a desert
willow, and a large cedar elm. Early October.
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Dr. Helen M. Gore-laird, “Native Plant Lover. My husband and I are both native plant lovers.
Having been raised in this environment, my daughter has taken up the same love. At her son's
school they are trying to have all the gardens planted with native plants. Since her father has a
degree in Landscape Architecture, she has depended upon him for advice. We bought this
book for her for Christmas and she has enjoyed it and takes delight in using it to show what
native plants are best for the school.”

Izzle, “Great for wildscaping. I love this book. I use it with books like the Wasowski's "Native
Texas Plants" to better visualize how these plants actually look in the landscape. They feature
private and commercial gardens in different regions of Texas, and show photos in different
seasons. Great for planning.”

Sailor Shirley, “Like these authors. Like these authors, wish it had pictures and info for small
yards, but it is informative. Not a big beautiful coffee table book.”

cindyb, “Going native. This is the greatest common sense resource for transforming your yard
into a lower upkeep, water saving, natural oasis. With accompanying photos, your imagination
will be helped along to envision your dream yard.”

Robert Anderson, “Five Stars. Great buy !”

The book by Sally Wasowski has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 54 people have provided feedback.
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